
George Wixson 
 Thirteen is considered by some to be an unlucky number, but for George Wixson 
it was lucky thirteen championships in a career spanning from the mid 1950s to 1982. 
Ten of those championships came in Evergreen Auto Racing Association competition. 
 Gooch, to his family and numerous fans, was the dominate force on the ½ mile 
dirt of the Grays Harbor Fairgrounds. At one point between 1965 and 1974, George won 
eight championships. All but one of those titles was at the wheel of Larry Spoon’s potent 
Spoon Automotive machines, with a lone championship coming in Herman Burn’s 7up 
modified. Gooch’s final title came at the wheel of the Spoon Hobby Stock in 1974, 
Wixson’s only venture into the full body competition. 
 But it wasn’ t at just the Elma track that Wixson showed his proficiency. George 
was a contender for victory whenever and wherever he unloaded, claiming three Semi 
Modified Associated Race Tracks (SMART) titles and victories on both dirt and asphalt 
surfaces. The Wixson/Spoon combination was often so dominate that they were protested 
and their machine checked for rules violations, but they were always found legal. 
 After the 1975 season George would hang up his helmet, before briefly coming 
out of retirement to run on the newly constructed 3/10 mile, once again in a Spoon car. 
Though competitive, the magic of the ½ mile days was fleeting and George retired for 
good after the 1982 season.  
 George was one of the original members of the Evergreen Auto Racing 
Association beginning his career on the hill at the Evergreen Speedway in Central Park 
and moving to Fairgrounds ½ mile when the EARA moved there. When racing was 
suspended at Elma, George would race at Silverdale, Longview, and Chehalis while 
working, with other EARA members, on building a track in McCleary. Work would end 
on the McCleary track when racing resumed at the Fairgrounds and George returned to 
the track that he soon would dominate.   
 George wasn’ t the only Wixson to see track time. His brother, Mahlon, briefly 
raced in the early years, nephew David ran foreign stocks, and wife Minnie drove some 
powder puff races. George and Minnie had a son and two daughters who could always be 
found cheering their dad on during his career.    
 As the all time leader in championships at Elma it is with great honor and respect 
that the Elma Auto Racing Hall of Fame opens its doors to George Wixson. Much 
deserved! 






